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In urban policy, especially European urban policies, the most critical issue is housing. The fundamental

point around which we intend to shape the conversation is the need to o�er the inhabitants of cities

adequate housing to prevent cities from becoming exclusive or exclusionary places, or places left behind. 

Above all, adequate housing aims to provide not only residential services but oppo�unities for

redemption, development of one's own professionalism in the city, and the exercise of human and

fundamental rights.

Luiss LabGov.City and Fordham Urban Law Center are hosting the First Workshop on the Theory and

Pedagogy of the Urban Law (https://www.luiss.it/evento/2019/11/08/first-workshop-theory-and-

pedagogy-urban-law). 

One of the challenges this discipline should tackle is the provision of legal models enabling the financing

of adequate housing in the city. Are cities already producing such models? 

If so which cities are the most advanced on these legal and financial models? 
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Also, are these models characterized by an innovation in governance such as the involvement of social

actors and inhabitants or is a technological, planning, industrial innovation that is enabling these new

inclusive models? What can be the role of long-term investors?
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